See Your Customers
in a Whole New Light.
Full-Service Tableau Salesforce
Integration Solutions From CoEnterprise
Our team of data experts go above and beyond simply
embedding Tableau content into your Salesforce
environment—they fully integrate the power of
Salesforce directly within your Tableau dashboard.
This allows you to view, manage, and act upon
your data so you can answer complex business
questions, make better-informed decisions, and
accelerate innovation across your organization.

Dashboard Embedding in
Multiple Environments
We can fully embed your Tableau dashboards into
Salesforce and Salesforce mobile—allowing you to
gain greater context into your sales accounts and
allow for quick, easy accessibility by having all of
your data in one place.

Ask Data Embedding Within Salesforce for
Self-Service Problem-Solving

Fully Customized Solutions for Salesforce
Consumers of Tableau Content

Our dedicated team can embed Tableau’s natural
language capability directly into your Salesforce
platform. Answer important account-related questions
and get customized visualizations right from your
browser without having to wait for IT support.

Having other challenges related to Salesforce/Tableau?
We can develop a fully customized solution to solve
whatever problem you’re facing—enabling you to get
the most out of your investment and keep your sales
operations running on all cylinders.

Salesforce Component and API Integration
Within Tableau Dashboards
Get smart with your sales processes! We enable you
to integrate your processes within Tableau
dashboards, allowing for easy automation when it
comes to approving and assigning opportunities—
all from one place.

Why CoEnterprise? We Know Data!
All of our Tableau practice leaders are also business
experts with decades of practical hands-on
experience at industry-leading consulting firms. Our
experts’ unique blend of technical knowledge and
management consulting helps ensure that our projects
are delivered on-time, within budget, and with the
utmost attention to our customers’ needs.

CoEnterprise provides robust Tableau training and consulting services that
help companies get the most out of their data. Our passionate team of experts
empower teams to gain visibility, create actionable insights, and use their
data to solve real business problems. As an award-winning Tableau partner,
we have the experience and skills to help organizations gain a competitive
edge and equip them for continued success.
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